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Allworth Press,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Animation: The Whole Story
(Revised edition), Howard Beckerman, This expert guide provides animation artists with all the tools
and know-how they need to get started. Drawing from his versatile background as an animator,
entrepreneur and studio owner, the author offers an accessible roadmap to the technically complex
art of making animated movies. Vivid sketches, screenshots and step-by-step illustrations guide
readers through the various stages, from crafting suspenseful characters and stories, creating story
boards and layout techniques to the animation process, the use of form and colour, filming,
creating soundtrack and editing. Topics are balanced carefully between classics such as storytelling
techniques and recent digital trends, between guidance for aspiring studio artists and those seeking
independence. Readers receive advice on the role of the art director, how to find work in the
animation industry, how to market oneself, and how to put together one's own project within a
limited budget. A comprehensive chapter on the history of animation, presented in a witty, easy-tounderstand style, offers insightful lessons to educators and students. Versatile, comprehensive and
accessible, this primer provides budding studio animators and independent artists with everything
they need to find their niche in...
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Reviews
It in one of my personal favorite book. Sure, it is engage in, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Welling ton Rosenba um
This ebook is amazing. I actually have read and i also am certain that i will going to read once more again down the road. I found out this pdf from my
dad and i advised this book to discover.
-- Isa ia h Swa nia wski
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